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To the Ignorant, please stop ignoring us,  

Electroceuticals use electrical impulses to modulate the body's neural circuits as an alternative to drug-

based interventions.in 2013 Glaxo SmithKline (GSK), launched a US$1m prize for the person or team that 

can develop an Electroceutical. Now the literature is abound with comments on Electroceuticals.  

Well since I developed Electroceuticals in 1985, registered them with the FDA in 1989, made patents, 

wrote over 100 articles, over 100 books, registered the manufacturing process with a CE mark, 

published over 100 articles in recognized peer review ISSN medical journals, got the process a medical 

therapy Class 2 CE Mark first in 1998 and registered several times current till today, sold over 30,000 

fully legal medical devices using Electroceuticals, we have this taught in medical schools with certified 

medical university textbooks, and even a European government professional work qualification, it would 

seem that we have developed Electroceuticals. (See Clinical Evaluation)  

But after these vast accomplishments the scientific community has remained ignorant to our work, (that 

is they ignore our scientific development).  Well this article might seem to them to come out of the 

future, because we have advanced the science over 3 decades of growth progress and improvement of 

the technology of Electroceuticals without any recognition from the scientific community press. And in 

this article we will briefly review the process and point to our literature.  

History of Development  

When my son was born autistic in 1979 because of a drug known as Bendictine a derivative from 

Thalidomide, I investigated the Synthetic process and found that “A Synthetic Anything is an Insult to 

the Body”.   

In fifth grade we are all taught that our bodies are made of atoms. Atoms are made of electrons in the 

outer shell and since electrons never touch, they repel, atoms never touch. So nothing touches anything 

and drugs work thru energetic field interaction. In fact all of biology is field interaction. In nature the 

electrons are moved into energetic orbits by photons where light thru the complex process of 

photosynthesis make the electrons move into higher energetic orbits that create high energy electrons 

in carbohydrates that are used to make energy ATP in the body.  

The placement of the electrons in their quantic orbits is the essential part of life and the Synthetic 

process is oblivious to this, rendering all Synthetics an Insult to the Body. My 1982 book proved this 

http://www.eurobiotechnews.eu/news/news/2013-02/gsk-fuels-french-fund-with-eur18m.html
http://syntheticissinthetic4u.com/
http://syntheticissinthetic4u.com/


concept. http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Promorpheus%20Treatise%20in%20Quantum%20Biology.pdf 
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Introduction%20to%20Pharmaceutical%20Science%201990.pdf  

With this in mind I started to study and work with energetic and natural medicine. I found that this field 

was filled with unscientific charlatans with half-baked untested products but good sound ideas. They 

even ridiculously believed that they could determine a substance thru a glass or plastic bottle. They did 

believe in an Electroceutical and they had good ideas, but little scientific ability. I did have this skill.  

First I had to determine what was the field of a substance. A hormone works because its electro field 

interacts with the shape receptor field. There was a known, accepted, fully developed way to measure a 

substance’s field known as voltammetry. I stumbled on several books of electro-chemistry and 

voltammetry in the early 1980s in the Las Vegas University Library. In fact this art was quite massive.  

 

I developed a patented 3D voltammetric electronic tongue process and published this in peer reviewed 

medical textbooks, tested over 12,000 products, wrote certified medical university textbooks and made 

a CE mark registered unit to measure the field of a substance to make an Electroceutical.  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Voltammetry.pdf 

    

You can read all about this Quantum Quality Control and Electronic tongue. 

Here is a scientific process for developing an Electroceutical. 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Clinical_Evaluation_of_the_QQC_Electronic_Tongue 

http://qqc-electronic-tongue.com/ 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Promorpheus%20Treatise%20in%20Quantum%20Biology.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Introduction%20to%20Pharmaceutical%20Science%201990.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Voltammetry.pdf
http://indavideo.hu/video/Clinical_Evaluation_of_the_QQC_Electronic_Tongue
http://qqc-electronic-tongue.com/


 

These substances have largely static fields. Since they are dead substance (neither reproducing nor 

metabolizing) they have static fields. Living beings especially humans have NON-Static fields they have 

Changing Reactive fields. They are constantly electrically seeking nutrition, and avoid toxins. The best 

place to start bio-energetic analysis was with the shark. So I studied and wrote about electro reactivity. 

 



The 3D voltammetric fields are complex and we developed a 22 x 22 x 22 matrix with over 10,000 

voltammetric measures to give us a substance Electroceutical picture. 

 



Having studied the static fields of a substance, then we studied the reactive field of the human. We soon 

found out that just sending in a static field was not enough. We had to understand the body electric 

more to do so. But the chemical companies discouraged such ideas limiting them from coming to the 

research stage. That has changed dramatically in the last few years. But our research continued.  

People have lots of bad behaviors that suppress or obstruct the healing process. Our medicine had to 

deal with this and we developed the SOC Index (suppression and obstruction to cure). These 

suppressions and or obstructions could limit the ability of a patient to accept an Electroceutical.  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/SOC%20Index%20and%20the%20Evidence%20for%20Lifestyle%20Medicine.pdf 

 

We needed to understand the basic body electric. There is a big difference in people’s body electric, but 

we made measures of the basic concerns.  We needed to measure the body Voltage, Amperage, 

Resistance, Capacitance, Inductance. Capacitance and Inductance had correlates with Oxidation and 

Hydration which were more biological labels. So we made the VARHOPE Index.  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-17-

5%20VARHOPE%20(Voltage,%20Amperage,%20Resistance,%20Oxidation,%20Hydration,%20Proton%20and%20Electron%20pre

ssure,%20the%20body%20electric's%20vital%20signs).pdf 

 

After a massive research project in New Mexico we learned about the need to measure the body electric 

and to calibrate the reactive speed to a person. Normally the reactive speed of a person to an external 

substance is one hundredth of a sec. People react at different speeds due to compromising SOC Index 

conditions. A calibration process was key to developing a working Electroceutical.  

Since the QQC pattern is complex and requires a sweep to deliver we needed to be able to measure the 

reaction of a person to deliver the Electroceutical. In 1986 I called the FDA and said we had a device that 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/SOC%20Index%20and%20the%20Evidence%20for%20Lifestyle%20Medicine.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-17-5%20VARHOPE%20(Voltage,%20Amperage,%20Resistance,%20Oxidation,%20Hydration,%20Proton%20and%20Electron%20pressure,%20the%20body%20electric's%20vital%20signs).pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-17-5%20VARHOPE%20(Voltage,%20Amperage,%20Resistance,%20Oxidation,%20Hydration,%20Proton%20and%20Electron%20pressure,%20the%20body%20electric's%20vital%20signs).pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-17-5%20VARHOPE%20(Voltage,%20Amperage,%20Resistance,%20Oxidation,%20Hydration,%20Proton%20and%20Electron%20pressure,%20the%20body%20electric's%20vital%20signs).pdf


would send in a signal and measure the reaction. The FDA lady said it sounds like biofeedback. I agreed 

and we got the system registered in 1989 with the FDA as a class 2 medical device. Here are excerpts. 

 

Thus VARHOPE, EPR, TVEP all Electroceutical processes were registered by the governments of the world 

and here is he clinical evaluation of the legal professional clinical research fully validating the system.  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Research%20presentation%20Clin%20Eval%20Mandel
ay%2021%20April%202015.pdf 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Research%20presentation%20Clin%20Eval%20Mandelay%2021%20April%202015.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Research%20presentation%20Clin%20Eval%20Mandelay%2021%20April%202015.pdf


 

The process was improved and labeled as Transcutaneous Voltammetric Evoked Potential and 

registered in Europe with a Class 2 medical device legally Registering the Electroceutical process.  

 

 



 

More than 2.5 decades of Electroceuticals registered validated and verified 

An Electroceutical is a complex 3D set of frequencies in a band of oscillations. It is never a single 

frequency. It is a certain wave form collection, frequency set, Amplitude and Frequency Modulation 

(AM and FM), variant volt and amp interactions, capacitance, inductance, and dielectric complexity. 

With our 22 x 22x 22 matrix we make a good estimate of the Electroceutical.  

We have measured 12,000 items. Which include most every known hormone, enzyme, mineral, many 

allopathic medications, herbals, homeopathics, allergy compounds, antigens, bacteria, fungus, virus, 

worms, toxins and vitamin substances. These compounds are used in pre-diagnosis and therapies that 

quite frankly revolutionize medicine.  

Vibratory sound frequency has been used for many types of therapies. And we can use these carrier 

waves to carry other signals. A host of different therapies have expounded from our basic work. These 

operations are tested for safety and efficacy for validation. After over 30,000 devices sold there has 

never been a single significant risk reported. Our safety study shows no significant risk. There have 

been multiple measures of efficacy in double blind studies.  

Here in the hormone streaming site we discuss the basic Electroceutical of Testosterone.  

http://electrohormoneincitement.com/  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Science%20of%20Hormone%20Streaming.pdf  

http://electrohormoneincitement.com/
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Science%20of%20Hormone%20Streaming.pdf


 

 

http://ijmshnem4u.com/  Journals  - Books    http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/     

Electroceuticals have been validated, registered for years.  

Well you should be more than Intrigued. Is this just hot air? Is this a flash from 

the future? Is it possible? Is it too good to be true or so good because it is true? 

http://ijmshnem4u.com/
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/


 

 

I am sure you got questions please email to me at desire.dubounet  @gmail.com

mailto:desire.dubounet@gmail.com
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